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Bank bags Digital Transaction Award

Our Bank has won the first position in overall digital transaction
amongst large Banks for FY 2020-21 and bagged 5 awards
across categories. The awards were received by Chief Digital
Officer Shri Akhil Handa and General Manager Shri Sudhanshu
Kumar Singh from Hon’ble Union Minister of Railways,
Electronics and IT Shri Ashwini Vaishnav and MoS, Electronics
and IT Shri Rajeev Chandrasekhar at a function held in Delhi.

Bank acknowledged as the 50 Most Trusted BFSI Brands of India, 2021

Our Bank was recognized as the 50 Most Trusted BFSI Brands
of India, 2021 by TEAM marksmen in association with NDTV
24X7 on 08th December, 2021. Advocacy, business agility,
consumer centricity, 3 Y-O-Y growth pattern, community
outreach and value proposition were 6 major parameters
on which Brands were adjudged by the Jury. HeadMarketing & Branding Shri. Rakesh Sharma received the
Award on behalf of the Bank at a function held in Mumbai.
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Dear Friends,
My best wishes to all of you for the New Year 2022.
It is a great pleasure for me to communicate with you
through the latest issue of 'Bobmaitri'. At the outset, I
would like to appreciate you all for your endeavors, due
to which our Bank, while facing the various difficult stages
of Corona pandemic with utmost courage, is poised to
take a new stride once again. The new variant of Corona
'Omicron' has already been reported in India and is
spreading very fast. Although the vaccinations of the staff
members have been completed to a great extent, still,
we all need to stay very careful. I request you all to take
pandemic related precautions in branch, office and also
at your home and take full care of yourself, your family
and your colleagues.
The December 2021 quarter has been significant in
terms of the Bank's business growth as well as other social
aspects. While working in a banking institution, business
growth is our main concern, but at the same time we
have also some responsibilities towards society which
are equally important. It is necessary to bring the desired
changes in us in tune with the changing realities and
operating environment. In order to improve our Bank’s
position amongst our peers in the banking industry, we
always need to expand the horizon of our products and
services and bring improvement in them on continuous
basis. In line with this, the Bank recently launched the BOB
BPCL RuPay co-branded debit card with the offering of
incentives for customers. Further, in the month of October,
we organized the 4th edition of 'Baroda Kisan Pakhwada'.
The objective of this event was to highlight the role of
the farming community in economic development of
the nation and also to work for their upliftment. The Bank
has also set up CAMP (Centre for Agriculture Marketing
and Processing) in its Zones to simplify agricultural credit
processing. We know that in the recent past, even in
the most difficult circumstances, the agriculture sector
has registered better performance. It is noteworthy that
today many agri-companies are coming forward to link
agriculture with technology in India. This is because the
agriculture sector is being seen today as an opportunity
to deliver better results at a relatively much-reduced
cost. It is also important that when the entire country is
celebrating the Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav, we should
adopt sustainable development in agriculture and allied
activities also.
Recently, the Bank launched 'Green Ride – Ek Pehal
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Swachh Hawa ki ore' with fitness
icon Milind Soman to promote
the message of sustainable
development. Sustainability of
growth is only possible when it is
in alignment of our environment.
In my views we all will have to
embark on this path to make
our nation strong. Our bank
has been promoting the idea
of sustainable living along with
environmental
conservation.
The Bank has been emphasizing
on promotion of paperless
banking
besides
other
environment-friendly measures.

   
  
  
  
 (
 
 
) 
  .
The Bank has

The Bank takes care of the
set up CAMP
requirements of every section
(Centre for
of customers and gives equal
Agriculture
importance to them while
rendering its services. In this
Marketing and
direction,
considering
the
Processing)
demand for home loans from
in its Zones
middle class customers, the
Bank has recently signed a
to simplify
Memorandum of Understanding
agricultural
(MoU) with Centrum Housing
credit
Finance Limited (CHFL) for
providing financial facilities
processing.
in tier-2 and tier-3 cities
which are still underserved
by the conventional lending
institutions. Providing adequate credit facilities to these
areas is certainly an important initiative towards inclusive
banking and is also beneficial for the credit segment of
bank’s business.
The initiatives taken by the Bank, require active
participation of all the staff-members. With clear
objective and thinking, we will be able to make our efforts
very effective at the ground level which will definitely give
all of us motivation to further excel in future. In fact, it is
our self-motivation that inspire us to work with positivity.
The coming days are very crucial for the business
development of the Bank. In the remaining period of the
current fiscal, we should intensify our efforts to overcome
the shortcomings and take Bank’s business to a new level
by ensuring achievement, rather surpassing of the set
business targets.
With good wishes
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    /The Executive Editor Speaks
 ,    Sanjay Singh, Executive Editor

Dear Readers,
 ,
     ’’   It gives me immense pleasure to present you the latest
        issue of our Bank’s House Journal ‘Bobmaitri’. I express my
to all readers for sending their valuable suggestions/
   .   /  gratitude
feedback regularly and encouraging the editorial team to
          make this House Journal qualitative and worth reading. The
        issue of our House Journal in hand will give you glimpses of
         .       several activities organized in our Bank during this pandemic
             and will provide you illuminating contents.
       .
In the era of softening of interest rates, depositors are now
turning investors. People are looking for avenues for their
              .  surplus fund or entire saving of their life, from which they
                can earn decent return on their investment. Further, Covid
  ,         .  ,  pandemic has made every one aware of the need of health
              insurance and Term Life insurance products. Hence, we
thought to bring out a special issue of the magazine on Wealth
  . ,           Management compiling qualitative articles on its different
            aspects. We are thankful to our Wealth Management Team
 .            of BCC and also fellow Barodians who have contributed for
               this issue through their write ups.
 .
We have included an article ‘Let Your Money Work for
You’
by Shri Mohan Prashantam in which major factors
      ’Let Your Money Work for You’ 
determining our investment behaviors are explained in a
              very lucid manner. In the article ’  - ’ Smt.
     .       ’  - Jaya Mishra has explained golden rules of investments. Other
 ’           .   important articles which will be very helpful for our readers for
  ’A Simple Way for Wealth Creation’     investment and managing their wealth are ‘A simple way for
wealth creation’ by Shri Vishal Telang, ’   
 ’      ’        ’ by Shri Vikrant Singh Tanwar and ‘Investment
 ‘Investment Opportunities for NRI’       Opportunities for NRIs’ by Shri N K Sharma. ‘Technology is
              .  driving the next revolution in agriculture’ contributed by Shri
      ‘Technology is driving the next revolution Krutti Sundar Patra narrates the technological changes taking
place in agriculture Landscape. ‘Climate Change Regulation
in agriculture’           .  and Banks’ by Shri M Anil gives detailed perspective about
    ’Climate Change Regulation and Banks’  climate change and things to be taken into consideration by
               banks. ’ ’ by Ms. Neha Patni Kapoor and ’
 .              ’ by Shri Naman Sharma have also been included in this
issue to give you a diversified reading experience. Glimpses
    ’ ’       ’ of ’  ’ ’  ’ celebrations
’      .    ’  ’ ’ and business achievements of ‘Champion Zone & Champion
 ’          ’ Region’ of the Bank for this quarter have also been published
in the issue.
   ’        .

  ,         , , In addition to the above, the issue carries reports on various
celebrations, CSR activities, news and events,
 ,   ,     , seminars,
awards and accolades, news from overseas branches/
 /          offices and OL implementation across the bank. I trust, the
    .    
     blend of above inclusions will make this issue more interesting
          .      for the readers. I request our fellow readers to keep on
their contributions and feedback so as to ensure
              sending
continuous improvement of this journal.
   .
I wish all of you a very Happy, Healthy and Prosperous NEW
    ,     2022    YEAR
2022.
 .
 ,
With best wishes,
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Bank of Baroda flags-off ‘Green Ride
- Ek Pehal Swachh Hawa ki Ore’ with
fitness icon Milind Soman’

Baroda Corporate Centre, Mumbai

On 3rd December, 2021 our Bank organized ‘Green Ride
- Ek Pehal Swachh Hawa ki Ore’ initiative with supermodel and fitness enthusiast, Milind Soman; powered by
GAIL India. Under this initiative, Milind Soman embarked
10 days long journey by riding a bicycle and driving an
eco-friendly electric vehicle mapping through Gujarat,
Rajasthan and Haryana before reaching Delhi. While
visiting Bank’s Branches Milind Soman planted saplings
with the Bank’s executives.
The Green Ride was organized to spread awareness on
importance of cleaner air and encourage people to
adopt sustainable modes of transport. The Green Ride
flagged off from Mumbai on 3rd December, 2021 and
concluded at Delhi on 13th December, 2021. Enroute,
he visited Bank of Baroda branches at Baroda, Godhra,
Udaipur and Jaipur.

Zonal Office, Baroda

Regional Office, Godhra

During his tour Milind Soman interacted with Bank’s
employees and his fans to educate them about his user
experience of BOB World app for all his travel booking
and shopping needs on-the-go. He also highlighted the
importance of sustainable living such as the use of energy
efficient transportation to ensure clean air for all living
beings.
On this collaboration, Shri. Sanjiv Chadha, an MD & CEO
said, “Sustainability is key to a strong nation and Bank of
Baroda strongly supports the ideologies of a sustainable
living and safeguarding the environment. Our association
with ‘Green Ride - Ek Pehal Swachh Hawa ki Ore’ initiative
spearheaded by India’s most popular fitness enthusiast,
Milind Soman, is an effort to promote awareness and
call for action among young Indians resulting in broader
social impact.”

October-December 2021
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forward, having partnered with a youth icon helped us to
connect with the younger generation who is our future.”

Regional Office, Udaipur

Zonal Office, Jaipur

Milind Soman said, “The GREEN RIDE is an effort to
promote healthier modes of transportation. It is an ode
to the air that we breathe, every living moment of our
lives. It is my attempt to make us all more aware and
conscious of the ill-effects of air that is polluted by our
own actions. I hope this initiative makes people stop to
think each time they pick up their car keys to drive small
distances or switch on gensets during power-failures, or
burst crackers at celebrations. We all want progress and
developement. But not at the cost of depriving future
generations of the beautiful world we have known. Let
us celebrate our many technological achievements. Let
us celebrate progress and developement. But let us first
celebrate the clean, wonderful air we breathe and do all
we can, to preserve it”.

Zonal Office, New Delhi

On 13th December, 2021 Ms. Sammita Sachdev, Zonal
Head, New Delhi, said, “The grand success of the Green
Ride initiative with Mr. Milind is proof that people want to
take steps for healthy environment. Bank is committed
to reduce the impact of climate change risks and
consciously works towards sustainable development
of its banking operations. Only sustainable economic
development can maintain the quality of environment
and social ecosystems. To take our commitment one step
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Speaking at the celebration Milind Soman said, “Delighted,
Grateful & Exhilarated! This sums up my journey on cycle
from Mumbai to Delhi. The Green Ride was an effort to
explore and promote healthier modes of transportation.
I hope I was able to create some more awareness about
how we are polluting the air we breathe and efforts we all
can make to reduce this pollution! Every small step that we
take, like opting for a car pool, planting a tree, choosing
to cycle rather than take a car, quitting smoking and so
many other small ways, plays a huge role in making our
environment healthier for us and all life on the planet. I will
continue to champion for this cause and other important
ones through more such initiatives in the future.”
A Kaviraj, Executive Director (Marketing – Shipping &
international LNG, GAIL) said, “As a responsible corporate,
GAIL (India) Ltd continues to play an important role in
transitioning India’s energy landscape with cleaner fuels
like Natural Gas, Renewables, Green hydrogen and
other clean energies to strive for a greener and cleaner
tomorrow.”
Viraj Bahl, Founder & MD, Veeba & Earthmade Organix,
said, “At Earthmade Organix, working towards a cleaner
and sustainable environment comes naturally to us - an
organic way of living. We make an honest attempt to
design products that are credible, responsibly sourced
and certified organic. Hence, we are proud to associate
with a fitness icon like Milind Soman who represents
sustainability through his lifestyle and food choices. With
the Green Ride, we want to further our cause towards a
cleaner living.”
Bharat Kalia, Co-Founder, Lifelong Online Retail Pvt. Ltd.,
said, “Milind continues to inspire everyone! Lifelong Online
along with Milind are trying to create a movement that
makes fitness mainstream. The multi-city cycling trail is a
seamless fit for the whole movement. Fight lazy is simply
about starting in the right direction and pushing yourself
to be the fitter you.”
Mr. Rajendra Singh, Managing Director, VRS Foods
Limited said “Milind’s fuel has been Ghee with khichdi for
many years. Paras ghee supports healthy heart, strong
bones & muscles which gives him this health & fitness.
We are delighted to partner with him on this journey of
endurance, strength & stamina.”
vvv
Presented by : Team Marketing,
BCC, Mumbai

Let Your Money Work for You
We all work very hard
to earn our livelihood and
enjoy a substantial living.
Now, the time has come
that we make our money
work for us and shoulder
our responsibility.
When Human Being started growing
and started earning to support their
livelihood gradually barter system
diminished and Money/Currency
as a part of exchange started
emerging. Steadily the need based
economy drifted to demand based
economy and the consumption
level
increased
proportionately.
The joint family concept gradually
shrinked and concept of nuclear
family emerged. This resulted in
fading of the financial dependency
on extended family and boosted the
concept of self-dependency. With an
increase in consumption patter this
self-dependent family have started
having future goals such as social
security i.e pension, etc, Foreign Trips,
House etc., which is to be fulfilled
from the earnings of the family.
In the topic of wealth management
we would be deliberating more on
the resources and options for making
your hard earn money work for you.
All Human Beings have desires and
needs and the availability of money
makes these desires or needs to be
fulfilled. These desires can be short
term or long terms and are fulfilled
by our savings/investments. The
key to substantiate these savings/
investments in judicious Wealth
Management.

Wealth
Management
has
2
important pillars of support i.e Wealth
Creation & Wealth Preservation.
These 2 pillars are fundamental
of Wealth Management and its
proper management pave the way
for creation of wealth from your
preserved
resources.
Wealth
Management has often been
misunderstood as financial planning.

Financial
Planning

Risk
Management

Portfolio
Management

Whereas, former is complex &
technical tool comprised of various
solutions pertaining to individual
needs/goals.
These
need/goals
can be for better retirement,
Children education or Planning for
insurance/investment for safe future.
Wealth Management can broadly
be categorised in these Wealth
Management Solutions:-

Tax
Planning

Wealth
Management
Solutions

Estate
Planning

Insurance
Advisory

Retirement
Solutions

	Financial Planning includes individuals’ goal of achieving a financial
objective during certain time frame.
	Risk Management in wealth management is understanding the risk
appetite of the individual and offering suitable Financial Solutions
	Portfolio Management works on the principle of not keeping all your
eggs in the same basket. It states that proper diversification is required to
hedge the risk and return of individuals.

October-December 2021
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	Estate Management includes
management pertaining to fixed
asset of the individuals and its
long term planning.
	Tax Planning is a part of wealth
management which ensures
optimizing tax liability by saving
on taxes to be paid while
simultaneously adhering to the
legal requirement of the country.
	Insurance Advisory is technical
profession when an individual is
advised on insurance planning,
protecting & protection against
risk of life or financial loss.
Once we shed our expenses from
our earnings, we have 2 options for
the residual. One being saving &
the other investment. The saving
fulfil our short term objectives & give
us much needed liquidity, while the
investment is a long term solution
which fulfil our long term goal.
Traditionally investment in Gold and
hording cash was considered as
saving/investment. But now, with
enhancement of livelihood and
complexity of needs & goals various
customised options have emerged
that caters to the need of different
individuals.
Though, both Saving & Investments
are equally important, we cannot
overlook the fact that our approach
has to be linked to our needs both
short term & long term. The inherent
flaws for saving is that the return
is not enough to beat the rate of
inflation, while investments give us
the opportunity and have potential
to beat the inflation and give us
post indexations real return. Now the
question comes, that what are the
factors that determine our scope of
investments?
Some
of
the
major
factors
determining investments are:
1)

Time Frame of Investments

2)

Risk Appetite of the Investor

3)

Return from Investments

4)

End Use of the Fund

5)

Tax implications
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6)

Liquidity of the invested assets.

These factors majorly impact the
wealth management decisions of
individuals and some portion of each
factors are present in each decision.
Wealth Management is a technical
profession and needs both skill and
inclination to understand and pitch
a right product to right customer.
Professional wealth managers advise
the customers while considering age
bracket, responsibility, future needs,
risk appetite etc. Now a day’s wealth
managers has become core of any
financial planning and has emerged
as torch bearer for not only extracting
best out of your money but also to
enrich your lifestyle values. In India,

one need to have a certifications to
become a wealth manager/financial
advisors such as NCFM /AMFI/IRDA
etc. These certification on one hand
legitimise one’s skill and on the other
hand also enhance the knowledge
to understand & offer products that
can really add values to the lifestyle
of their customers.
Banking industry which is considered
to be the pillar of financial sector,
has also been instrumental in
mobilising & offering customised
wealth management products to
their customers. A need to provide
all financial solutions under one roof
is being felt and banking industry is
being ably providing these solutions.

Gradually the staff members of Banks
are being trained to properly advise
the customers for various financial
solutions. This, on one hand strengthen
the relationship with our valued
customers by increasing the ratio of
number of products per customer
and on the other hand cater to the
customers’ need at one place. It also
generate extra non-interest income
form the Banks. Thereby creating a
win-win situation for all.
In retrospect, it can be summarized
that Wealth Management Solutions
are specialised services, which is
being offered to the customers
with complex needs by skilled
Wealth Managers. These Wealth
Managers categorise the complex &

fragmented needs of the customers
in homogenous orders in accordance
with the financial solution available.
Banking Industry has also created
a task force comprised of skilled
certified wealth managers who are
providing tailor made solutions to
their esteemed customers. Therefore,
we will all acknowledge that Wealth
Management is the need of the Hour
and its proper fusion in our lifestyle will
definitely make our money work for
us.
vvv
Mohan Prashantam
Chief Manager
Bank of Baroda (Uganda)
Limited
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BUILDING &
MANAGING
WEALTH
How do I build my wealth? Where should I invest my money? When is the right time
to invest? What should I do with my extra funds? These questions are often asked
by my colleagues, friends and relatives. There are no specific answers which can
be provided, so I guide them by small steps which I take to invest.
Before we directly come to the investment, it is very
essential that we take care or make the provisions for
any mishap that could impact remaining wealth that we
have today. How do we do that? The answer is by taking
requisite insurance.

Apart from the above two insurance, it is also advisable
to have below insurance for tension-free life:

First comes Health Insurance. An individual must & should
have health insurance, not only for self but for their family.
A thought can come that I already have an insurance
from my company so I don’t need it. Here we need to
know that is it adequate enough? The increase in number
of critical illness and high hospital bills cannot necessarily
cover one’s and their family’s expenditure. Also one
need to ensure that our Parents get insured before they
reach the age where they don’t get insurance cover as
their medical needs will increase with their age. While
selecting health insurance from any company one
should check the inclusion & exclusions in the policy,
claim settlement ratio, cashless facility, etc. Rather than
opting for an insurance for bigger coverage which result
in high premiums, one can also opt for top-up plan which
is comparatively less in cost.
Second comes Life Insurance (Pure Term Plan), which
carries same importance as above. Term insurance plans
offer financial security for the entire family in case of the
unfortunate death of the policyholder. It also provides
an optional coverage for critical illnesses or accidental
death to the policy holder. While selecting the term plan,
the individual must ensure:
•	that it is adequate enough

•

House / property insurance

•

Insurance against loan taken

•

Personal Accident insurance

After getting completely insured, the individual is ready
to make an investment. In today’s world there are
many avenues available for the individuals to make an
investment. Following are some popular options available
to the investors:
•	Bank/ Post Office Fixed Deposits: Bank / Post Office
deposits refers to the money placed with banking
institutions or Post Office at a predefined rate for a
specified duration. The pros of the fixed deposit is
assured return and high liquidity while the cons are
lower return, income taxable.
•

 ompany Fixed Deposits: These are similar to the
C
Bank’s fixed deposits but with Public/ Private limited
companies. They provide higher interest rate as
compared with Bank’s Fixed Deposits but much riskier.

•	PPF: This is also one of the commonly used investment
instrument among the investor. The pros of PPF is that
it provides higher rate of interest than Banks and are
very low risk investment but it has longer investment
period and has lower liquidity.

•	to check inclusions and the exclusions

•	Equity Shares: One can make an investment by
buying equity share either through IPO or from
secondary market. They are highly risky investments
but can provide very high return to the individuals.
Investment in the equity shares should be preferred
for long duration.

•	all the declarations are correctly made to the
insurance company while taking insurance.

•	Debentures / Bonds: These are the long term
instrument issued by Limited Companies which

•	that it at least covers the number of year the individual
expects to work
•	that the company that is selected should have a
good claim settlement ratio

October-December 2021
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provide fixed rate of interest. It has Lower Liquidity but
the interest rate are higher than the Bank rates.
•	Gold / Gold ETFs: This is one of the most traditional
method and still accepted mode of investment by
large number of investors. It has high liquidity but the
returns can be seen after a longer period of time. Also
the cost of storage is higher as physical gold needs
to be kept in safe deposit with always the pressure
of theft. GOLD ETFs takes away the risk of storage as
it is exchange traded funds and don’t need storage
place for the same.
•	Mutual Funds: This investment is getting very popular
among the investors. Mutual Funds have almost
all type of products available for different type of
investors. For less risky investors they have overnight
funds, arbitrage funds, etc., for medium risk investors
they have long term debt funds, large cap equity
funds, guilt funds, balanced funds, etc. and for high
risk takers they have multi cap funds, small cap funds,
sectorial funds etc.
•	Life Insurance: The other instrument for investment is
money back life insurance plan where the investor
can invest in addition to insuring their life. They have
both fixed return as well as market linked return. It
can provide higher returns but long and compulsory
premium paying term.

•	What is the time horizon of the investment? The time
horizon helps in selecting the instruments on the basis
of their liquidity. For a short duration, one should invest
in more liquid funds like Bank FDs, Short Term funds
of Mutual Funds while in case of longer duration one
can prefer investing in Equity Shares, Equity Funds,
Gold, etc
While making investment in the above instruments, one
must ensure that they should have kept some money in
liquid or hard cash ideally two months’ salary to meet the
emergencies. There is an old saying that “don’t keep all
your eggs in one baskets”, using it in case of investment,
an individual must diversify their investment. All the above
investment have their own Pro’s and Con’s. An individual
should decide the investments on the basis of:
•	Liquidity
•	Risk
•	Time Horizon
•	Future outflows (in the case of PPF & Life Insurance)
•	The goal of investment
•	Taxation on the income
There are no ideal portfolios, it changes from the investor
to investor on the basis of the above mentioned points.

The individual has to ask the below questions to self before
investing.

vvv

•	What is the goal of my investment? The investment
avenues might be different if the goal is wealth
generation then compared to Vacation plan for next
year.

Vivek Acharya
Senior Manager, (WMS)
BCC, Mumbai
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Chennai Zone organises Success Meet

28 , 2021          
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On 8th October, 2021 Chennai Zone organized Success Meet
of ZIAD, Chennai. Zonal Head Shri S Rengarajan, Deputy Zonal
Head Shri K Rajavel, Regional Heads of Chennai Metro and
Puducherry Regions along with Team of ZIAD, Chennai were
present on the occasion.
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Telangana South Region organizes Credit
outreach program

      

On 28th October 2021 Telangana South Region organized Credit
outreach program. Regional Head Shri K Vijay Raju, executives
and staff members of other banks were present on the occasion.
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A SImPle Way for
Wealth Creation
As a Banker we all know and understand the importance of
Wealth Creation for unforeseen events in the future. We know
that there are several ways for wealth creation are available
in Indian financial markets like Fixed Deposits, Gold, Real
Estate and equities. Investing directly in equities is requires
specialised skills, but there is another and comparatively
safer approach for investment in equities is “Mutual Funds”.
Mutual Funds since their creation
have been a popular investment
vehicle for investment especially
for retail or small investors, with
the advantage of professional
management, the economics of
scale and multiple choices of funds
to choose from, investors need to
look at Mutual funds for achieving
their investment goals. Below is the
graphical representation of the
MF Industry AUM growth in last one
year depicts the current trend and
investors sentiments.

It is an excellent way to create a
long-term savings habit. It helps
in creating a large corpus for the
future Financial goals. In a SIP, a fixed
amount is invested monthly in a fund
on a specific date by the investor

world calls “goal-based portfolio
management”.
Goal-based investing is a more
intuitive approach for investors
because it centers on meeting
tangible objectives. A portfolio
invested towards a goal is better
understood and more relevant
and is better aligned with the
investor’s aspirations.

“Decisions should always be taken at
a time when there is peace in mind”.
Ride on the positive sentiments and
power of SIP the total SIP contribution
of Mutual Fund Industry hits the alltime high of 11,000 Cr first time in the
history in Nov 2021.

When defining our goals we need
to keep the following points in
mind, which will help determine
how to best pursue each goal
Target Value – how big the jar
needs to be i.e. the amount we
need to achieve the goal,
Time – the time needed to fill the
jar i.e. the time we will need the
money
Risk – which jar is filled with which
saving i.e. the investor’s ability to
take risk to achieve the goal

SIP by SIP you can build your wealth
just like “Little by little Bird makes its
nest”.
Investors can invest in any of the
Mutual Fund scheme of his/her
choice in two ways either through
lumpsum amount in one go or in
the staggered manners by way of
Systematic Investment Plan –SIPs.
SIP or systematic investment plan
offers you benefits like long-term
gains, flexibility to withdraw or
increase/decrease the investment
amount, regular saving and the
facility to make minimum investments
of Rs 500.
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1)

Effective
Planning.

Medium

of

Priority – which jar is more
important i.e. the importance of
each goal

Goal

Initiate an SIP for each goal.
Studies have pointed out that
investing regularly in equities
through an SIP is more effective
than investing selectively in a bid
to time the market.

“Do not save what is left after
spending, but spend what is left
after saving” – Warren Buffet.
Goal based saving is not
something new to this world. In
the olden (and golden) days of
our grandparents where saving
was a necessity, they kept
separate jars for each goal, one
for rent, one for groceries, one
for luxuries, one for the year endyatra, one for the next wedding
in the house and so on. Saving in
jars is what the modern financial

2)

Power of compounding : I called
it a super power of Systematic
Interment in Mutual
Fund
schemes
because
your
Money, not only
the
investment
amount even the
returns earned by
your
investment

participate
creation.
3)

4)

in

your

wealth

Low initial investment : This is
another beauty of SIP Investment.
It gives you an opportunity to
choose investment amount as
per your distributable surplus.
A small investor can start an SIP
with the minimum amount of Rs.
500 Monthly.
Rupee cost averaging : Rupee
cost averaging reduces the risk
of Mutual Fund units when they
are expensive. In SIP way of
investment investors who sticks
to his amount of investment on
regular basis gets more units in
market corrections and when the
Market goes up these additional
allotted units generate higher
profits in the hands of the
investors.

date of Investment as per his
choice and convenience. This
is an excellent feature and
provides an opportunity for
the small investors to start his
investment portfolio building.
6)

Make Market Timing irrelevant:
Instead of guessing the best
time to invest, investing regularly
irrespective of market conditions
helps the investor in building a
wealthy portfolios in the longer
run, as it maximises the returns
over a longer period of time.

1.

Convenience : Investor can
choose the Amount of his
Monthly SIP contribution and

3.

4.

As of now we have gone through
the benefits of the SIPs now we
should also know that SIPs can
be started in different format or
different ways like:

5)

investment period. Perpetual
SIPs continue until the time
you wish to invest i.e. for
long-term investments. With
perpetual SIPS, you don't
need to renew your SIP now
and then it will continue
unless you stop it.

2.

Top Up SIP: SIP top-up is a
facility wherein an investor
who has enrolled for SIP
has an option to increase
the amount of her/his SIP
instalment by a fixed amount
or percentage at predefined
intervals.
Perpetual SIP: Perpetual
SIPs do not have a fixed

Flexible SIP: Flexi SIP is a
mutual fund facility that
provides you with the
flexibility to change the SIP
amount every month without
changing the electronic
clearing
system
(ECS)
mandate every month.

Trigger SIP : A trigger SIP facility
in mutual fund allows investors
to redeem part or full amount
or switch investment to another
scheme automatically when it
reaches a pre-defined trigger
point. A trigger can be set for
both upside or downside events.
Thus, the facility helps investors to
reduce market risk to an extent.

All mutual funds are closely regulated
by SEBI (Securities and Exchange
Board of India) which mandates
certain level of transparency in the
disclosures. All funds disclose their
month-end portfolios on their website
besides daily NAV (Net Asset Value)
and periodic expense ratios as
mandated by SEBI.
vvv
Vishal Telang
Chief Manager, WMS
BCC, Mumbai
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for you. It would help you get larger
cover at a lower premium. The best
part about term insurance is that the
premium paid towards the policy
does not increases with age and is
locked for the entire duration of the
policy. Also, when you are young,
you are less prone to critical ailments
such as heart problems, cancer and
your premiums are relatively lesser
as for an insurance company you
are less likely to develop any chronic
ailments. Moreover the mortality rate
is low at young age.

Term Insurance

Importance at
Every Stage of Life
& reasons to buy
at a young age.
Life is full of uncertainties. A serious
accident or critical illness could
affect the financial stability of your
family. But, if one starts investing in
a life insurance, then safeguarding
the financial future of your family
becomes much easier.
A life insurance plan acts as a saviour
that protects your family against
unfortunate events. Term plan is the
purest form of life insurance. It not just
ensures your family's financial security,
but also gives an option to protect
them from critical illnesses such as
cancer, heart diseases, etc.
In life, we pass through several stages
and each stage calls for different
goals and plans. These goals include
your first job, your marriage, your child,
your retirement, etc. Thus, it is prudent
to plan for your goals beforehand
as it will help you to achieve them.
Similarly, financial liabilities of a person
are not the same, as they vary at
different stages of life. Thus, you must
choose your cover accordingly.
To help you understand better, here
is a list of examples that will help you
determine why term insurance is
important at every stage of life:.
When you are young - When you
start job at a young age, you have
limited liabilities and responsibilities.
Therefore, at this stage, buying a term
insurance plan is the perfect choice
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When you get married - Newlyweds
usually prefer buying an insurance to
provide income protection for their
surviving partner. For newlyweds,
buying a term insurance is a perfect
bet for you. As soon as you start
your married life, you need to buy
an adequate cover for your family
to protect your spouse and family
against the increasing liabilities,
because such financial liabilities
can fall on your partner if something
happens to you. Keeping such
situations in mind, it is good to invest
in a term insurance plan. Starting a
new life with your partner and making
investments such as buying a car,
new house would require a huge
amount of money. Thus, with the
rise in liabilities, it is important for you
to ensure that you have adequate
coverage that protects your family
financially, if something happens to
you.
When you become a parent - The
joy of becoming a parent cannot
be described in words. It's the most
beautiful feeling in the world. From
excellent education to impressive
lifestyle, it's every parent's dream to
ensure that their child continue to live
the best life, even when they are not
around. Thus, many young parents
nowadays have started investing in
several financial instruments to make
sure that their child's future is safe and
secure. The claim amount can be
used to fulfill your child's education
needs and will cover them for a
longer period.
Like every decision in life, the decision
of buying a term insurance plan must
also be taken at the right time. So it
is always better buy term insurance
plan at a young age for the following
reasons:
Lower premium
As you grow older, you are at a
higher risk of developing healthrelated complications. Therefore, if
you decide to buy a term insurance
plan while you are young, insurance
companies will offer you a plan with
a lower premium. On the other hand,

if you apply for a term insurance plan
at a later stage in life, the premium will
be higher. In other words, the younger
you are, the lower is the premium
amount.
Fixed premium
Once the insurance company
accepts your policy against a certain
premium, it will never revise or change
the premium during the policy term.
Therefore, you can be rest assured
of paying a fixed amount annually
without any increase in future
Lower rejection rate
If you have a pre-existing illness, there
are chances of your term insurance
application being rejected. This is
because you are perceived more risky
according to insurance underwriting
practices. However, when you are
young, free of any illness and in the
prime of your life, your application
can be approved without any hassle.
Tax benefits
A term insurance plan also helps
you save tax by offering tax benefits
under Section 80C and section
10(10D) of the Income Tax Act 1961.
As per section 80C, the premium that
you pay for your term insurance plan
can be deducted from your total
income. This brings down your taxable
income, thereby also reducing your
tax liability. You can claim up to Rs.
1,50,000 of your insurance premium as
a deduction under this section.
Under section 10(10D) of the Income
Tax act, 1961, the benefits obtained
from a term insurance plan are also
exempt from tax, provided the sum
assured is at least 10 times the annual
premium paid.
Reduced dependence on employer's
term insurance
While it's great to have an employer
term insurance policy, but it is not
wise to rely on it entirely. As you grow
in your career, you switch between
jobs and every time you do that,
your insurance policy with your
current employer gets terminated.
Moreover, there is no guarantee that
your next employer will offer a decent
insurance cover.
So, if you love your family and you
don't want them to suffer, then it
is advisable for you to buy a term
insurance plan as it is important for
a person to insure their family with
adequate financial protection.
vvv
Ritesh Mandal
Chief Manager,
WMS, BCC, Mumbai

Grow your
Wealth with
Life Insurance &
Pension Solutions

While India has traditionally been a nation of savers,
with the increase in disposable income there is a higher
demand for personalised wealth management of the
aspiring class of customers. Amidst the plethora of
investment options, Life Insurance and Pension Solutions
are a great way to cultivate the culture of early savings
to create wealth. The diverse product options range from
offering full guarantees to ones which are fully marketlinked i.e., full equity exposure. Any individual can use a
mix of these plans to optimally manage his / her wealth.
Customers can park their money in growth-oriented
investment like ULIP, seek comfort in guaranteed returns
in non-par portfolio, achieve certain milestone likes
education, marriage etc through endowment plans. The
gamut of benefits is abundant!
In addition to the offerings, over the past decade,
life insurance products have become more customer
specific. With the emerging trend of hyper-personalization,
Indians can curate their wealth journey basis their needs
and profile. This enables the growth of assets at any point
of your life journey.
At IndiaFirst Life by focussing on our #CustomerFirst
philosophy, our constant endeavour has been to offer a
basket of products centred around Protection, Investment,
Pension, and Savings. In addition, the Radiance customer
segment of the bank is an example of the tremendous
opportunity in the wealth management space of the
bank. Furthering our goal of “Securing Lives. Creating
value.”, we cater to the varying needs of Bank of Baroda
customers and add value to their wealth management
goals.
Let’s dive into the diverse benefits of our Protection,
Investment, Pension and Saving offerings:
1.	Protection: A protection plan helps an individual
protect his/her wealth. It also helps wealthy
individuals in succession planning without affecting
their accumulated wealth. IndiaFirst Life offers
multiple protection plans like Guaranteed Protection
Plan, E-Term Plus etc.
2.	Investment: Investing your funds for the future is just
as important as buying a protection plan. A product
that combines the two are called ULIPs or Unit Linked
Insurance Plan. These invest in equity instruments with
an option to diversify and garner a higher rate of
return. They also allow you to withdraw partially after
the first five years. Under this umbrella, IndiaFirst Life
extends the following:
•	IndiaFirst Money Balance Plan: The IndiaFirst
Money Balanced Plan is accompanied with an
‘Automatic Trigger Based’ strategy that enables
you to develop a systematic approach towards
creating value. Further, this plan also offers
you flexible premium payment policies. With a

subscription, you can be ensured a cover and
an investment plan up to the age of 75.
•	IndiaFirst Life Wealth Maximizer Plan: The IndiaFirst
Life Wealth Maximizer Plan largely caters to
high-net-worth individuals. This product offers a
bouquet of 7 fund options with pre-defined expert
strategies. You may also opt for a systematic
withdrawal plan option. What stands out is that
it incentivises you with loyalty benefits and profit
boosters for being invested for a longer period.
3.	Pension: The increase in life expectancy of an
individual makes it important to be invested in a
pension plan. The earning years of any individual are
limited and hence the plans mentioned below form a
good foundation for retirement or any contingencies.
•	IndiaFirst Guaranteed Retirement Plan: It offers
you the option to earn guaranteed returns for
the initial years in the plan and an opportunity
to further build your retirement corpus through
bonus, thereon.
•	IndiaFirst Life Guaranteed Annuity Plan: This newage annuity plan offers 12 product variants and
comes with a return of purchase price feature
that refunds the invested amount to the nominee
on the death of the annuitant. The plan also offers
deferred annuity options with locked in rates to
suit your financial needs.
4.	Savings: These plans are tailored for the risk averse
investor. It is recommended that all investors allocate
a certain part of their portfolio to these instruments
to ensure wild swings in the market movements do
not deter aspirations of long-term value creation.
The flexibility IndiaFirst Life offers in the schemes
mentioned below will help you invest according to
your needs.
•	IndiaFirst Life Guaranteed Benefit Plan: The IndiaFirst
Life Guaranteed Benefit Plan is a flexible savings policy
that allows you to choose between Lumpsum and
Income. The Income Option provides a three-way
boost with Monthly, Annual and Lumpsum payouts.
Infect, the unique life cover also gives a continuation
benefit a year even if you miss a premium payment.
•	IndiaFirst Life Long Guaranteed Income Plan: This
innovative plan offers Long-Term or Whole Life Income
by paying premiums for only 5/6/7 years. IndiaFirst Life
Long Guaranteed Income Plan also offers refunds on
the premiums at the end of the income period. It also
provides flexibility to enhance benefits with Waiver of
Premium and Term rider add-ons.
Wealth planning is to not only to build a corpus for your
golden years but also make sure you leave a legacy
behind for your loved ones. Under the insurance basket
itself, there are diverse options that allow you to park
your money for substantial ROIs and achieve important
life milestones like marriage and education smoothly. Life
Insurance & Pension Solutions are one of the best mediums
to habitually invest and achieve financial independence
& live a secured life.
vvv
Sameer Gupta
Chief Business Officer
IndiaFirst Life Insurance
Company Ltd.
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Investment
Opportunities
for–Non
Resident
Indians
(NRIs)
As one of the fastest growing economies, India offers
NRIs a wide range of investment opportunities across a
variety of asset classes. NRIs keen to explore investment
opportunities in Indian capital markets can choose from
various investment avenues such as Indian dedicated
Mutual Funds Schemes, Portfolio Investment Schemes
and other eligible securities.
India has continued standing as an attractive investment
destination due to a strong Indian economy and a great
performance by the Indian Stock markets and the Mutual
Fund industry. Above all, India is like a tax haven when
it comes to investing in equity, as NRIs can enjoy tax
benefits on their equity investment such as tax-free longterm capital gains.
According to a Ministry of External Affairs report, there are
32 million NRIs and PIOs residing outside India and overseas
Indians comprise world's largest overseas diaspora. Every
year 2.5 million (25 lakhs) Indians migrate overseas, which
is the highest annual number of migrants in the world.

itself as a good investment option for foreign investors.
Also, the Government of India conferred numerous
relaxations in the provisions of NRI investment and hence
now Non-residents have great options to grow their funds
by investing in India.
Here are 5 investment options that NRIs can choose to
park their funds and gain returns as per the investments
made. Ensure that you have assessed your financial
situation well enough and have figured out your risk
appetite:
1.

	Mutual funds are an excellent option for investment.
The only thing with mutual funds is the market
fluctuations and the investor's risk appetite. By
investing in mutual funds in India, you can get good
returns and that too in a tax-efficient manner. The
investment in Mutual Funds by NRIs can take place
through NRO or NRE accounts.
	An NRI can invest in mutual funds in India in the Indian
currency and not the foreign one. There is also an
option of systematic investment with mutual funds,
which young and first-time investors would like. The
Systematic Investment Plan (SIP) allows the freedom
to regularly invest a small amount, helping build
financial discipline and channel good returns.
	Our bank offered the Portfolio Investment Scheme
(PIS) to NRIs for Investing in Indian stock exchanges
and trading. The NRIs open the De mat account
either for Dematerialisation of Physical shares or for
investing in Indian stock exchanges and start trading.
Any NRI can open PIS NRE account if he wants to
trade with NRE funds and wants to repatriate the
funds abroad after sale of shares. If the applicant
wants to trade with his local Indian funds, then NRO
Account is to be opened.
Salient Features of PIS Account

We offer a convenient and hassle-free way of investing
in the Indian Securities Market to NRIs who wish to
participate in the Indian growth story. We guide our NRI
clients at every step of their investment needs so that they
have complete peace of mind about their investments
in India.
Our capability to analyse relevant information in market
trends and the best in-class investment products plays
an important role in assisting our NRI clients in making
the right decision. Our experienced Senior Relationship
Managers are enough capable to cater the Wealth
Products servicers as per the needs of our NRIs. The deep
knowledge of capital markets & retail financial services
makes our bank a preferred choice bank for NRIs.
Through our holistic approach in providing wealth
management consulting and advisory encompassing
wealth protection, wealth accumulation and wealth
appreciation. We provide end-to-end services to NRIs –
Including banking services.
In the past few years, the Indian economy showed
promising growth for investors. The country presented
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Mutual Funds:

•	PIS was launched by RBI to track the NRI
Investment limits in Indian companies. An NRI can
invest a maximum of 5% of Total paid up capital
of any particular company.
•	Customer can open a PIS account with any one
of the Indian Banks. Multiple PIS account opening
is not allowed.
•	Intraday/ short selling is not allowed for NRI’s.
•	Capital Gain Tax will be deducted by bank if any
profit exists on Sale of shares.
2.

Fixed Deposit:

	The Fixed Deposit (FD) is an all-time safe investment
option equally popular between Indian residents and
NRIs. NRIs can invest in FDs in our bank or any bank of
their choice. An NRI can invest money in FCNR-Foreign
Currency Non Resident (B) Account maintained in
specified Foreign Currency), No upper limit of Deposit,
Interest income is exempted from Indian income tax.
However, on relocation back to India, tax is payable

subject to person’s tax status. NRO (Account for
depositing income earned in India), or NRE (for
income earned from outside) account opened in
their name to invest in FD. No upper limit of Deposit
amount in NRE Fixed deposit. NRE Fixed Deposits do
not attract taxes on the principal or interests earned
from the deposits.

	Here are some of the NRI PPF Rules to ponder for PPF
account for NRI:

	However, being an investment option free from market
fluctuations, the returns on FDs are comparatively
low but less riskier than other NRI investment options.
If NRI is a senior citizen, this can be the best option
considering safety for market fluctuations.

•	As an NRI, you can’t extend the PPF Account
post maturity.

3.

Life Insurance Plan:

•	The interest earned is tax exempt under Section
10, while the principal qualifies for a deduction
under Section 80C of the Income Tax Act, 1961.
•	A minimum deposit must be made every financial
year to keep the account active.

	The scheme comes in with a lock-in period of up to 15
years. The investments get tax exemption under the IT
Act. The pullback here is that you can invest not more
than Rs.1,50,000 in a given year. Thus, those who are
eyeing huge investments can find the limit as low.

	As an NRI, it definitely makes good financial sense
to connect with the roots of your lineage and make
wise-investments.
	Life insurance products can help address an array of
financial needs and goals and is a must have asset
class in a NRIs portfolio to meet his envisioned family's
financial goals. Life Insurance for building a better
investment corpus. For more secured options any NRI
must always choose comprehensive life insurance
plans by our co-partner India First Life insurance co.
	India First Life offers a bouquet of need-based life
insurance & pension solutions to cater to the wide
range of insurance & financial requirements of a NRI.
Tax Implications for NRI Customers
Life Insurance Policies:
•	Tax benefit on premium(s) paid is available under
section 80 C of the Income Tax Act, 1961.
•	Insurance proceeds which are taxable under
section 10(10D) of the Act, may be subject to TDS
as per the prevalent income tax laws applicable
to NRIs - subject to Double Taxation Avoidance
Agreement (DTAA).
Pension/Annuity Policies:
•	Income tax benefit/deduction is available on
premium(s) paid, under section 80CCC of the
Act.
4.

Public Provident Fund (PPF):

	Non-Resident Indians are not permitted to open
or operate an NRI PPF account in India. Becoming
an NRI doesn’t take away the benefits of PPF for an
individual. However, if a person opens a PPF account
as an Indian citizen and later becomes an NRI then
the account will remain active.
	The PPF or the Public Provident Fund (PPF) is another
safe investment for NRIs in India. The scheme backed
by the central government of India provides a good
interest rate. The present rate of interest is around
7.1 per cent per annum. It is a good option if you
are looking to lock in your investment for a certain
amount of time.

5.

LOREM

234.67

0.234

IPSUM

123.07

0.134

DOLOR

2245.0

1.654

AMET

12.066

0.934

VENIAM

131.77

1.566

Real Estate:

	Real estate is always one of the best investment
options if you own a large pool of funds. Unlike other
options, this is a one-time investment and the returns
are incredibly higher. Moreover, the best part is that
it's not much affected by the market fluctuations.
	An NRI or person of Indian origin (PIO), as defined
under FEMA, are eligible to acquire by way of
purchase, any immovable property in India other
than agricultural land/plantation property or a
farmhouse. This is under general permission that has
been given by the government of India.
	He may transfer any immovable property (other
than agricultural land or plantation property or farm
house) to an Indian Citizen resident outside India or a
PIO resident outside India.
	Investors looking to take exposure to the real estate
sector but do not want to lock in a huge amount
of funds can invest in Real Estate Investment Trust
(REITs) it offers part ownership of a rent-yielding
quality commercial property. There is easy liquidity,
no commitment of minimum investment amount
or tenure. REITs are mandated to pay 90% of their
income to investors via dividends. The dividend acts
as a stable income for investors.
	Hence, the real estate market provides a transcendent
opportunity to invest and you can make planned
investments here. The only catch for NRIs investing in
real estate is that they need someone to take care of
the property.
vvv
N K Sharma
Chief Manager, (WMS),
BCC, Mumbai.
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Coimbatore Region organises Credit Camp

Tiruchirappalli Region organizes Credit Camp

On 20th-21st November, 2021 Coimbatore Region organized
Credit Camp for home loan and vehicle loan. Hon’ble Member
of Parliament Shri PR Natarajan, Deputy Zonal Head Shri Rajvel,
Regional Head Shri K R Kagdal, Deputy Regional Manager
Shri K Murgaiah and other staff members were present on the
occasion.

On 20th-21st November, 2021 Tiruchirappalli region organized
Credit Camp for home loan and vehicle loan. Deputy General
Manager (Network) Shri Chalapathy Naidu, Regional Head Shri
M Jaikishan, Deputy Regional Manager Shri K Selvakumar, other
executives and staff members were present on the occasion.
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Chennai Zone organises Review Meet

Chennai Zone organizes DSA and MSME Meet

On 24th December 2021 Executive Director Shri Debadatta
Chand visited Chennai Zonal Office and addressed all the Staff
members of Zonal Office. Zonal Head Shri S Rangrajan, Deputy
Zonal Head Sri K Rajvel, Regional Head (Chennai Metro) Shri
Ramanuj Sharma, Regional Head (Chennai Rural) Sri P. Padhan
and Regional Head (Puducherry) Shri B K Kanan were present on
the occasion.

On 23rd December, 2021 Chennai Zone organized DSA and
MSME meet. CGM Retail Assets & MSME Shri Rajesh Malhotra,
Zonal Head Shri S Rangarajan, Regional Head (Chennai Metro)
Shri Ramanuj Sharma and other Staff Members were present on
the occasion.
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How to select the Health Insurance
Plan for your family
Availing healthcare
has
become
more and more
expensive over the
past few decades
in
our
country.
By
investing
in
Health
Insurance,
individuals
can
secure themselves
and those included
in their plans and
thus ensure financial
protection in case of a medical emergency. Therefore,
having an adequate health insurance policy is one of the
essential steps while planning personal finances.
We all know that a health plan takes care of medical
expenses, but often we go wrong in making the right
choice of a policy. Presently, there are several Health
Insurance plans available in the market based on the
premiums, benefits and terms and conditions they come
with. Before buying any Health Insurance Plan, every
individual must do complete research on the same and
compare policies available in the market.
So here are some important things to keep in mind before
buying a health insurance plan:•	Always look for the Right Plan: There is a different
kind of policies offered by health insurers including,
individual, family floater, senior citizen, etc. If you
want to cover yourself and your family, including your
spouse and children, a family floater plan is the best
option.

members. In case, the eldest member of the family
passes away, the rest of the family members can
continue with the existing health insurance policy.
•

•	Check for lifetime renewability: This is an essential
feature of family insurance plans. Often, we forget
to renew the policy on time and it gets lapsed. With
this, you also lose a cumulative bonus. Therefore, you
should choose a health insurance policy that comes
with a lifetime renewability benefit.
•	Check for room rent limit: Choose a policy where
there is a higher room rent so that you do not have to
pay extra money on it.
•	Always check the sub-limits of the policy: You must
pay extra attention to sub-limits in a health policy.
Within a policy, some sub-limits have a specific cover
on the cost of room rent, diagnostic fee, doctor
consulting fee, etc. Hence choose a plan with
minimal or no sub-limits.
•

 pting for cashless network: Cashless pay-out while
O
claiming the health insurance works better due to
a lot of reasons. The process is quick and there is no
hassle of submitting too many documents. It saves
you a lot of time and offers the ease of speedy
reimbursement. Hence you must find out about the
hospitals from the insurer’s network that offer cashless
claim settlement.

•

 et complete coverage: Most of the health insurance
G
policies provided by the employers come with copayments. This does not guarantee the complete
coverage of the treatment and you may have to
pay a certain percentage of the claim amount or the
medical expenses. This kind of insurance plan may
come cheap but is not recommended as you may
find it difficult to accumulate funds in emergencies.

	There are Three Types of Health Insurance Plan
available in the Market	Indemnity Health Insurance Plan – This type of
health insurance plan pay for your actual medical
expenses up to the availed Sum Insured. This is
the most basic health insurance plan everyone
must-have.


T op-up health Insurance Plan – This plan act as an
enhancement to the existing health insurance.
This provides wider cover at a lower premium.

	
Fixed Benefit Health Insurance Plan – above
two plan pays for the medical bill on an actual
basis, however, a fixed benefit health plan
provides lump-sum benefits or in one go. It’s
highly beneficial for achieving endless medical
expenses arising out of critical disease/ illness.
•

L ook for flexibility in the addition of new members:
When you’re purchasing a family floater plan, make
sure your insurer offers the flexibility to add new
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 heck for the waiting period: A family floater health
C
insurance plan usually covers pre-existing medical
illnesses, maternity benefits and others once the
waiting period is complete. While buying a policy,
check for the waiting period. Usually, every health
insurer specifies a waiting period that ranges from 2 to
4 years. During this time, if any person is hospitalized,
there is no insurance coverage provided. It is best to
choose a policy that has a minimum waiting period.

You should always consider the above things to enhance
your coverage benefits when buying health insurance for
your family.
vvv
Niraj Kumar Nirala
Chief Manager, WMS
BCC, Mumbai
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Climate Change
Regulation and
Banks

With the Conference of Parties, COP26 meeting in
Glasgow, Scotland in November 2021, this is the right
time to talk about Climate change and regulation as
applicable to banks.
1.0 Why climate change action?
Some common facts - Carbon emission causes global
warming which inturn leads to melting of icebergs,
rising of ocean water levels, floods, droughts, major
forest fires, crop losses, loss of livelihood and in short
major catastrophies.
While industries and major carbon emission could
happen elsewhere, climate change can drown far
away island nations or devastate hilly nations through
avalanches caused by a couple of degrees of global
warming. These, probably, small less powerful nations,
far removed from places of carbon emissions can do
nothing about it while getting themselves wiped out
from the face of the earth. Due to droughts, famines
and damaged food security, children & populations
can go hungry and die. In a few decades from now
we could be facing an irreparable pandemic not in
terms of pathogens but in terms of water and food
security and could see swathes of population being
wiped out. On the way to that will be belligerence
and wars. We are almost there, a few decades more
at best, trundling blindly all this while towards the
edge of the precipice.
Recent examples of some such unusual catastrohical
events were the scorching summers and heat wave
deaths in Canada & Europe with near or above 50
degree celsius temperatures, widespread forest fires
in Australia, unusual floods in Germany, China and
other places.
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Hence urgent, timely, concerted, focused global
action with clear timelines is inevitable to prevent us
from hurtling fast towards total devastation by the
end of this century or earlier i.e. in another 80 years or
less. The general understanding is to have a net zero
emission target achieved by 2050 so that we allow
only a 1.5 degree Celsius of increase in temperature
from pre-industrialisation levels i.e. from around the
late 1800s.
So that we do not become complacent, thinking
that its afterall a paltry 1.5 degrees Celsius game,
remember the ice age was only 6 degrees below the
current levels of temperature.
Key take aways
Ø

Climate change causes floods, droughts, forest
fires and affects food security & livelihoods.
Populations could get wiped out

Ø

Global warming, scorching summers and heat
wave deaths in Canada and Europe. Unusual
Floods in Germany, China and other places

Ø

Effects are global and no country can escape

Ø

Concerted action with timelines required for
survival for net zero carbon emission by 2050

Ø

Aim is to restrict global warming to 1.5 degree
Celsius from pre-industrialisation levels

Ø

Ice age was just 6 degree Celsius below from
current levels. So a few degree Celsius can
cause devastation and wipe out swathes of
population

2.0 Climate change action, dateline expectations and
political thought
Ahead of November ’21 COP26 meeting, some of
the developed countries have set very clear targets.
Around 60 countries have set net zero emission
dateline as 2050.
Climate change action targets – While the UK has
revised and announced more aggressive carbon
emissions standards by 2030 they have also committed
to being a net zero carbon emission country by 2050
and enroute to that have indicated the intention to
stop sale of new petrol cars by 2030. Many of the car
manufacturers are also focused on being majorly
electric vehicles manufacture by 2030. European
automakers Daimler, VW and Volvo are all aiming for
carbon neutrality between 2039 and 2050, in line with
the EU’s target of climate neutrality by 2050. In India,
Reliance Industries Limited (RIL) has set the goal of
being Net Carbon Zero by 2035 setting the ambitious
trend among Indian industrialists and probably the
most ambitious targets globally and that too coming
from a primarily fossil fuel based group which is quite
exciting.
Climate change political thought - COP26 and other
summits include, heads of nations, climate experts
and negotiators who come together to agree upon
a concerted action to tackle climate change. In line
with the global climate change action expectations
controls are likely to come into place in all sectors
and industries including aviation, shipping, housing,
manufacturing, refining and infact in all places where
carbon reduction can be achieved. So globally,
countries, companies and sectors are moving
aggressively towards net carbon zero emission
levels and strong anti-climate change actions are
envisaged.
Top steelmaker China -- the biggest polluter -- has
already set a 2060 net-zero target, while Japan aims
to reach that goal by 2050. India is also working
towards its target of 2050 net zero emission and
will make its plans clear in the forthcoming COP 26
summit in Glasgow in November ‘21. It is heartening
to note that most of India’s future carbon emissions
will come from facilities and infrastructire that are
yet to be built and hence there is ample scope for
building a cleaner infrastructure.
Paris, Climate change agreements, controversies
& conflicts - The real starting of crystallised climate
change thoughts is the The Paris Agreement which
is a legally binding international treaty on climate
change. It was adopted by 196 Parties at COP21 in
Paris, on 12 December 2015 and entered into force
on 4 November 2016. Its goal is to limit global warming
to well below 2 degrees Celsius, preferably to 1.5
degrees Celsius, compared to pre-industrial levels.
To achieve this long-term temperature goal, countries
aim to reach global peaking of greenhouse gas
emissions as soon as possible to achieve a climate

neutral world by mid-century i.e. 2050. Evidently
the global targets of 2050 is coming from the Paris
Agreement. The Paris Agreement works on a 5 year
cycle of increasingly ambitious climate action carried
out by countries. So clearly, every 5 years invariably,
there is going to be a lot of heat generated on the
insufficient actions and inactions of the member
countries of CoP. This will surely, lead to lots of actions
within the countries, its industries, sectors and the
banking industry which finances these industries. So
every 5 years Indian banks will need to demonstrate
what they have done to achieve the goals on the
path to carbon neutrality by 2050.
Key take aways
Ø

Most popular global net zero carbon emission
date is 2050.

Ø

Most industries target dates from 2030 to 2050
to achieving the net zero carbon.

Ø

As we move forward toward 2050, every 5 years
bank also will be required to demonstrate how
they support achieving the climate change
objectives.

Roadmap to survival - 51 Billions to Zero : Every year
around 51 billion tonnes of green house gases are
added to the atmosphere, which causes global
warming and all that devastation and the place
we need to reach is the net zero emission levels.
Every country, place, industry and sector will need
to participate and contribute. We need to quickly
change the way we live and work.
Just to put things in perspective, Covid-19 related
slowdown from March 2020 to April 2021 is said to have
created around 6% reduction in carbon emissions.
The cost of that reduction was around 45 lacs Corona
virus deaths globally. So clearly, it would take a near
superhuman effort, not in terms of death but in terms
of change of course, to reach the planned net zero
emission levels. However, there is no alternative.
Look at it this way, Covid 19 caused around 10% GDP
slow down globally and if such a pandemic were
to happen every 10 years or so then annual slow
down due to the pandemic will be around 1%. Now,
Climate change is estimated to cause around 1.5%
de-growth in GDP from 2030. So from 2030 the degrowth will keep growing unless we move significantly
towards the zero net emission standard by 2050.
High carbon emission industries in India : The 3rd
largest carbon emitter India’s push to cut emissions
will depend heavily on the steel sector, which is the
biggest carbon dioxide emitter among its industries.
The other industries/sectors are heavy industries
comprising cement, chemicals, aluminium, heavyduty transport such as shipping, trucking, aviation and
also auto industries which together are responsible for
more than a third of the carbon dioxide emissions in
India. India needs to focus on greening these sectors
in our road map to 2050. By the way, the 2021 Climate
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Risks Index published by “Germanwatch” ranks India
among the top 10 most vulnerable countries.
3.0 Indian Banking regulation around Climate change
Eight central banks and supervisors established the
Central Banks and Supervisors Network for Greening
the Financial System (NGFS) in 2017, which is
concerned with the analysis and management of
risks in the financial sector. The NGFS provided six
recommendations for central banks, supervisors,
policymakers and financial institutions which included
integration of climate-related factors into prudential
supervision and emphasises the need for a robust and
internationally consistent climate and environmental
disclosure framework.
RBI became a member of the NGFS in April 2021. In its
recently released Financial Stability Report (FSR) 2021,
it identified climate change as a major risk to financial
stability and also acknowledged the significance of
a more comprehensive objective of identification,
assessment and mitigation of climate risks on financial
stability. As a precursor to this, climatic risks also found
mention in the RBI’s Annual 2020-21 Report, where it
emphasised incorporating climatic risks into the risk
and compliance strategies of commercial banks as
one of its future goals. So more concrete regulations
are round the corner.
4.0 What are banks in India required to do?
Banks need to start becoming choosy as to whom
and what sectors they finance. Afterall the values the
world and society expects have to be woven into
the mission statements of the banks and reflected in
every step that they take. So banks need to be proactive.
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Hence, while RBI regulatory timelines will surely
be set going forward, banks can meanwhile start
being pro- active towards the climate change
objectives and need not wait for the RBI to mail
out instructions. Some steps as given below will go
a long way in setting the correct priorities and in a
timely manner.
4.1 Approval of a Board level climate change policy and
Road map which can be later amended as required
to include future regulations.
ü	This will sensitise the banks towards the long term
climate change goals and set the bank well on
achieving the set climate change goals.
4.2 Create a Risk Management frame work around
climate change
ü	Identify the key risks associated with Climate
Change
ü	Include these in the existing Risk Management
Framework and risk appetite statement
ü	Use multiple scenario analysis to
possibilities, risks, losses & mitigation.

identify

ü	Ensure proper risk monitoring and mitigation
plans
ü	Ensure effective and adequate MIS to the
governing bodies i.e. Board, Committees and
executive management of the bank
The broader areas of risks involved in climate change
are physical risks and transition risks. Physical risks
being the actual climate change impact and the
transition risk being the risks involved in transitioning
towards a net zero emission level.

Physical Risks : generally can be listed out as due
to floods, drought, sea level rise, heat stress, wind
or other such environmental effects as perceived /
observed in the area of operation. In short they could
be classified as extreme or unfavourable weather
conditions. These weather conditions could affect
the economic activity, demand, collateral, living
conditions. Hence each loan product needs to be
assessed with respect to the possibility of such events
affecting the credit portfolio. While historical data
could be an indicator, it should be strengthened
by use of scenario analysis as a guidance tool for
assessing the impact on the credit portfolio.

Ø	Decide on capital allocation: Review sector limits
in line with reduced risk appetite for “brown”
lending and more appetite for “green” lending.
Ø	Update credit policy (e.g. scenario analysis)/
target market criteria.
Ø	Update credit rating policy and models to
include climate change aspects.
Ø	Review underwriting/ sanction/ monitoring
methodology to factor in climate change norms
and to align the processes with the climate
change goals.
Ø	Review new exposures in terms of climate
change/ sustainability risk.

Physical risks include a) Acute physical risks, which
arise from particular events, such as storms, floods,
fires, heat waves, droughts that may damage to
production facilities and disrupt value chains, cause
crop failures and b) chronic physical risks, which
arise from longer-term changes in the climate, such
as temperature changes, rising sea levels, reduced
water availability, biodiversity loss and changes in
land and soil productivity.
Transition risks : that arise from the transition to a lowcarbon and climate-resilient economy and includes
a) Policy change related risks, eg. pricing mechanisms
may increase the price of fossil fuels and fossil fuel
driven products, or policies to encourage sustainable
land-use; b)Legal risks, for example the risk of litigation
for failing to avoid or minimise adverse impacts on
the climate, or failing to adapt to climate change;
c) Technology risks, for example if a technology with
a less damaging impact on the climate replaces a
technology that is more damaging to the climate; d)
Market risks - if the choices of customers shift towards
products and services that are less damaging to
the climate; e) Reputational risks, for example the
difficulty of attracting and retaining customers,
employees and investors if a company has reputation
for damaging the climate.

Ø	Assess vulnerability of existing exposures.
Ø	Educate borrowers.
Ø	Facilitate risk mitigation.
While the existing credit portfolio needs to be assessed
for identifying and quantifying the climate change
effect, going forward each credit proposal needs
to contain an assessment on the impact of climate
change that could affect the business proposition
and hence bank’s business. Also this climate change
assessment should carry a good weightage in credit
approvals.
Key take aways
Ø

Not to wait for regulatory timelines. Pro-active
steps needs to be taken towards aligning bank
with the 2050 net zero carbon emission targets.

Ø

Policy and road map on climate change needs
to be approved at the highest level (Board of
Directors) which can be amended / fine tuned as
and when regulatory guidelines crystallise.

Ø

Risk frame work to be created around climate
change and risks to be assessed.

4.3 Have appropriate disclosures starting FY22 Financial
statements

Ø

Ensure adequate disclosure on Climate Change
related risks as part of mandatory risk disclosures
in financial statements and to various regulatory/
statutory authorities.

Methodology and Limits for credit approvals to
be tweaked to phase out “brown” finance and
promote “green” finance.

Ø

Existing credit portfolio to be analysed to assess
current climate change impact and vulnerability.

4.4 Assess Credit Portfolio Impact & Chalk out the credit
portfolio strategy
Ø	Decide approach to limiting further “brown”
lending
Ø	Decide on road map to pricing out of “brown” vs
pricing in of “green” lending
Ø	Establish credit policy, limits and analytics to
restrict “brown”and promote “green”.

CONCLUSION : Indian Banks and our Bank should not wait
for the regulatory timelines to kick in and instead should
be on the fore front and start moving strongly, like some
of the global banks, towards helping achieve the climate
change goals of 2050.
vvv
M. Anil
Deputy General Manager
Business Finance, BCC,
Mumbai
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Technology is
driving the next
Revolution in
Agriculture
India is called to be a hub for technology developments
and more importantly a global Launchpad for Startups.
The startup ecosystem in India seems to be powered
with various enabling factors starting from the policy
environment, establishment of business incubators, flow
of funds from VCs, growing impetus on application of
technology by educational institutes etc. The startups
work towards solving various day to day problems in an
efficient way. This growth of startups has impacted almost
all the sectors and agriculture is not far from its influence.
Startups in agriculture is also known as Ag-techs.

Ag-tech Landscape:
As per an estimate, India is house to about 600 Ag-tech
startups. There has been $1.9 billion Capital flows into AgTech deals since 2010 with $1.7 billion during 2014–19. The
CAGR in investment during 2014-19 period is 48%. The
best part is that the farmers are positively adopting to
technology. A of now, 14 million Farmers are supposed to
be interacting with/benefiting from Ag-Tech start-ups in
various categories. The time is not far, Indian farmers will
be getting associated with the Ag-techs more closely for
benefitting from their various services.

Let’s discuss on the various value chain activities being played through the assistance of these Ag-techs. Looking at
their basic roles in the value chain, we can categorize them into followings:
Category

Description

AgBioTech

This category includes all biotech and biomaterials-led companies in Sea6 Energy, Sri Biotech
agriculture such as bio-inputs, alternative proteins and artificial insemination Lab, Tropical Animal
technologies in livestock. It, however, does not include hybrid seed Genetics, String Bio
innovations which are typically housed within larger companies.

AgFinTech

This includes companies that are aiming to solely serve the agriculture and Samunnati,
Samaaru,
livestock sector and are not associated with a larger company with other Gramcover, Jai Kisan,
focus areas. Typically, these companies explore novel loan solutions and FarMart, Ergos, Whrrl
leverage data to enable financing and insurance, offered through both
traditional as well as distribution channels.

UpstreamAgTech

These companies focus on improving input access for the farmers through Agrostar,
digitization of the input supply chain, that is, e-commerce in seeds, pesticides, Gramophone
fertilizers, etc.

DownstreamAgTech

Companies deploying technology-led solutions to optimize the output supply BigBasket,
Ninjacart,
chain and creating linkages with the end consumer are included in this DeHaat, Clover
category. In other words, e-commerce tools are used to reach agriculture,
horticulture and dairy produce to the customer.

PrecisionAgTech

Most companies in this segment are using digital data to target smarter
farming. They could be using sensors or working with remote sensing data;
they could also be using machine learning on farm data to enhance the
role of analytics and predictability in the sector. This category covers digital
platforms that provide mechanization solutions and crop advisory, weather
modelling companies, machine learning-led grading solutions, drones, etc

AgAutomation

This includes companies developing new tools for the sector, e.g., small farm TartanSense, Flybird Farm
mechanization tools, cold chain solutions, hydroponic equipment, etc. It also Innovations, Ecozen
includes companies working with software technology to enhance adoption
and availability of such tools.
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Stellapps,
Hummingbird,
Labs,
Agri
Plantix

BigHaat,

CropIn
Intello
Services,

Category

Description

AgInfraTech

This primarily includes warehousing solutions offered for agri-produce. The StarAgri, NCML
list does not include broad-based logistics start-ups that may also serve the
agriculture sector.

AgMechanization

This category of companies include the ones working towards creating of EM3, Trringo, JFarm,
pool of various farm machineries and developing pay per use concept on
hiring basis. This is called uberisation of farm machineries. While it reduces the
investment by individual farmers for mechanization needs, it also provides a
better income generation opportunity for the farm machinery owners.

Factors driving sectorial transformations:
a) Growing population and rising demand for
agricultural and food products: India is the secondmost populous country in the world and accounts
for 18% of the global population. India is expected
to surpass China’s population by 2027. While the
population of India is forecasted to grow at a CAGR
of 2% from FY’00 to FY’30, the demand for key food
grains will see a corresponding increase at a CAGR
of 3%. As per estimates by the Indian Council for
Agricultural Research (ICAR), the demand for food
grains would increase from 192 million tonnes in 2000
to 345 million tonnes in 2030.
b) Focus on doubling farmers’ income: In India, the
issue of low agricultural productivity vis-à-vis global
benchmarks is a result of multiple challenges in the
agricultural value chain, including small and scattered
landholdings, lack of assured irrigation facilities,
institutional credit, tenancy issues, inadequate food
processing and supply chain infrastructure and low
availability and adoption of technology. Doubling
Farmers’ Income is the flagship program of the
GoI, which aims to double the income of farmers
by 2022 while creating an optimum remunerative
agricultural value chain ecosystem for farmers. As
per All India Rural Financial Inclusion Survey (NAFIS)
conducted by the National Bank for Agriculture
and Rural Development (NABARD) in 2015-16, the
average agricultural household income was INR
8,931 per month in 2016–17, which is a mere 39%
increase from 2013. These figures highlight the need
for reforms. It is estimated that for farmers’ income to
double between 2015–16 and 2022–23, the annual
growth rate would need to be 10.41%. The following
areas have the potential to contribute to this growth
acceleration
•

Improvement in productivity

•

Resource use efficiency or savings on cost of
production

•

Increasing cropping intensity

•

Diversification towards high-value crops

•

Increasing in farmer income through non-farm
occupations linked to the agriculture and allied
sectors

•

Improvement in terms of trade for farmers and
better price realization

Example

exporters of agricultural products in the world. Total
agricultural exports from India grew at a CAGR
of 17.86% over FY10– 19 to reach USD 37.4 billion in
FY19. As per the Agriculture Export Policy, 2018, the
GoI is aiming to increase India’s agricultural export
valuation to USD 60 billion by 2022. Marine products,
buffalo meat and rice are India’s largest agricultural
export items in terms of value. Spices, cotton, oil
products, tea and coffee are some of the other
major agricultural export items. India can increase its
share of agricultural exports, especially to European
markets, by reducing sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS)
rejections and improving the traceability of supply
chains. Digitisation and technology interventions can
play transformative roles in streamlining the export
supply chains and unlocking growth potential.
d) Enabling policy framework: The GoI is giving good
priority on creating the enabling policy framework
to promote the Startups. The establishment of
Technology Business Incubators, Startup India
framework, RKVY-RAFTAAR program for AgTechs,
National Startup awards and National Innovation
Foundation, ranking of states in terms of startup
ecosystem etc. is promoting the cause for more
number of startups. The Government has been very
supportive in terms of using the startups towards
bringing innovative problem solving programs under
the guidance of NITI Ayog. Recognition of startups
by DIPP, faster registration process are helping the
startups in terms of their registration. The recent
introduction of lending upto Rs 50 crores to startups
under various categories in the Priority Sector Lending
norms for banks will encourage more funding to the
startups from commercial banks other than the VC/
PE route.
Conclusion:
The diverse agriculture in India with huge number of
variability and large dependency on it towards generation
of employment and income creates huge opportunity for
innovators to explore ways to address various problems.
Ease of registration, availability of financing, better
policy framework, venture capital assistance and credit
guarantees etc. will only add to it and fillip the growth of
more number of Ag-techs in India and hence more use of
technology in Indian agriculture.
vvv
Krutti Sundar Patra
Chief Manager (R&AB)
Head Office, Baroda

c) Aspiration to become a major exporter of agricultural
and allied products: India is among the 15 leading
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Overseas News
Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd.
celebrates Gandhi Jayanti

Bank of Baroda (Mauritius) Celebrates
60th Foundation Year

On 2nd October, 2021 Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd. celebrated
Gandhi Jayanti at Jinja. H.E. Shri A. Ajay Kumar, Indian High
Commissioner to Uganda, Shri Raj Kumar Meena, Managing
Director, Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Limited and many dignitaries
of Indian High Commission and Indian Community were present
on the occasion. The Park dedicated to Mahatma Gandhi at
the bank of Nile River is being maintained by Bank of Baroda
(Uganda) Limited since 1997.

To commemorate the 60th Foundation of Bank of Baroda
in Mauritius, Bank planted 60 trees and revamped symbolic
Heritage Train at EBene. Shri Mahen Kumar Seeruttun, Minister of
Financial Services & Good Governance, Shri Kavy Dass Ramano,
Minister of Environment, Solid Waste Management & Climate
Change, Shri Harveesh Kumar Seegolam, Governor of Bank of
Mauritius, Her Excellency Mrs K Nandini Singla, High Commissioner
of India to Mauritius, Territory Head Shri Diwakar Prasad Singh &
other dignitaries were present on the occasion.

Bank of Baroda, Sydney Branch
celebrates 10th Foundation day

Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd.
inaugurates Arua Branch

On 19th November, 2021 Bank of Baroda, Sydney Branch
celebrated its 10th Foundation day. Shri Manish Gupta,
Consulate General of India, Sydney Office, Mrs Kavita Singh,
Chief Executive of Bank of Baroda, Australia Operation and
other dignitaries were present on the occasion.

Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd. donates
to Uganda Badminton Association

Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd. donated 05 million to Uganda
Badminton Association to support preparations for the All
Africa Badminton games to be hosted in Uganda (Lugogo
indoor stadium) on 20th -28th Oct 2021. Managing Director
Shri Raj Kumar Meena and Executive Director Shri Prithvi Singh
Bhati presented a cheque to Ms Annet Nakamya, Chairperson,
Uganda Badminton Association.

On 20th October, 2021 Bank of Baroda (Uganda) Ltd. inaugurated
Arua Branch. H.E. Shri A. Ajay Kumar, Indian High Commissioner
to Uganda, Managing Director Shri Raj Kumar Meena and other
dignitaries were present on the occasion.

Bank of Baroda (Kenya) Ltd.
inaugurates Muthithi Road Branch

On 04th November 2021 Bank of Baroda (Kenya) Ltd.
inaugurated the Muthithi Road Branch. H.E Dr. Virander Paul,
High Commisioner of India to Kenya, Shri Stephen Kalonzo
Musyoka, former Vice President of Kenya, Dr. Narendra Raval
(Guru), other distinguished guests and other Staff Members were
present on the occasion.
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WELL ESTABLISHED, WELL
EQUIPPED AND
WELL INFORMED –
BANK OF BARODA’S
BC MODEL- Way
for Financial
Inclusion

every village within a 5 KM radius /
hamlet of 500 households in hilly
areas, covering every willing and
eligible PMJDY account holder
under micro-insurance (PMJJBY
& PMSBY) and pension (APY)
scheme, strengthening the digital
financial services ecosystems in
Tier-II to Tier-VI centers.
Background:RBI unveiled the Financial Inclusion
Plan (FIP) in two phases -2010-2013
and 2013-2016 for commercial
Banks to provide banking services in
unreached villages. Subsequently
RBI has come up with National
Strategy for Financial Inclusion
(NSFI) for India 2019-2024 based
on the inputs and suggestions
from Government of India, other
Financial Sector Regulators viz.,
Securities Exchange Board of
India (SEBI), Insurance Regulatory
and Development Authority of
India (IRDAI) and Pension Fund
Regulatory and Development
Authority of India (PFRDA) for
deepening the Financial Inclusion.
The NSFI identifies six strategic
pillars along with a set of
recommendations and action
plans that support sustainable
financial inclusion till 2024.
Journey covered so far
Since the launch of Financial
Inclusion Plan (FIP) and National
Strategy for Financial Inclusion
(NSFI), a large chunk/segment of
population has become financially
empowered.

The term, Financial Inclusion
was first coined in India in 2005
by the Reserve Bank of India.
Government of India encouraged
it by way of launching various
Banking centric schemes i.e
PMJDY, PMJJBY, PMSBY, APY,
PMJDY OD (Overdraft), MUDRA
LOAN, PM-KISHAN, PM-SVANidhi
and many more other initiatives to
bring the unbanked population to
formal Banking sector by way of
letting them account openings,
facilitating micro Insurance, the
credit facility and offering various
insurance products at deep
discounted rates.
Financial Inclusion Mission:Financial Inclusion mission of India is
to facilitate the Banking access to
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Many
schemes
initiated
by
the government of India to
spread the financial awareness
among masses and execution
of the same by banking industry
wholeheartedly
under
the
Financial Inclusion Programme
(FIP), has led the dream of making
Digital India possible.
To be precise, adding the
unbanked population to Banking
sectors was the initial step in
moving to the digital arena. More
than 42.89 Crore (428.9 Million)
economically
disadvantaged
Indians have been benefitted
from PMJDY since its launch in
2014. 300+ crore Transactions
have been registered through
UPI platforms which shows the
preparedness in Digital Banking
world. Fund transfer through DBT
(Direct benefit transfer) under

50+ schemes / benefits / subsidy
to beneficiary’s accounts would
not have been possible if the
beneficiaries had not opened
the PMJDY accounts in Banks in
2014 and in subsequent years.
Nobody would have thought
about the scheme of PMJJBY
and PMSBY under which 4 Lakhs
rupees Insurance is offered at
mere premium of Rs 342/- annually
and the pension under APY to low
income group.
Our Business Correspondent Model
- The way for Financial Inclusion
Our Bank is one of the top
performing
Banks
in
EASE
(Enhanced Access and Service
Excellence)
Banking
reforms
Index and leading player in imple
menting
various
government
schemes
and
self-designed
delivery
of
products/services
at an affordable cost to the
underprivileged sections of society
through our strong presence
of Bank Mitra (BCs) or Business
Correspondents.
Bank
Mitra
Channel has suddenly become
the blue eyed channel in recent
times to reach to the unreached
population
and
canvassing
Business more and more across all
products.
That’s is why, our Bank is focusing
on expansion of touch points
through BC network significantly
setting an ambitious target of
50000+ touch points by Sep 2022.
Currently 44 services are offered
to customers at BCs point. 30000+
BCs are working as on Sep 2021.
Bank has developed required
infrastructure with the help of our
TSP [Technical Service Provider] i.e
Tata Consultancy Services (TCS)
for enabling the financial and nonfinancial transactions covering
44+Services at BC terminal point
currently. The products served
at BC points can cater 90%
customer’s financial needs without
branch intervention and almost
instantly barring only few services
which are available in Branch only.
Business Correspondent Delivery
Model
Bank has developed IT enabled
infrastructure for our BC model
in keeping the convenience of
the customers and ease of the
Business.
i.

Tab Based Model:
Some BC Agents and the BC

Sakhis on boarded under
“Uttar Pradesh State Rural are
Livelihood Mission (UPSRLM)”
extending the Banking services
under tab based model.

ii.

State Rural Livelihood Mission]
project in collaboration with
UP
government
wherein
15000+ BC Shakhi are to be
on Boarded as a BCs [Business
Correspondent]
covering
16 districts, 14900+ Gram
Panchayat.





Bank is working in the Project
of center of Financial literacy
(CFLs) in which financial
awareness is to be spread in
103 identified blocks by RBI in
collaboration with NGOs.



Implementation
of
the
Targeted Financial Inclusion
Intervention
Programme
(TFIIP) in 112 Districts under
the
Aspirational
Districts
Programme (ADP) of NITI
Aayog wherein our bank has
been allotted 08 lead districts
for canvassing CASA and
enrolments in PMJJBY, PMSBY
and APY.



Aadhaar
Enrolment
and
Updating facilities is running in
approx. 1000 Branches under
the guidance of The Unique
Identification
Authority
of
India (UIDAI).

At present Bank has set Maximum
limit of Rs 10000/- for all kind of
financial transaction except for
AEPS (Aadhar Enabled payment
system) ONUS (Our customer)
Deposit and Transfer upto Rs
of 20000/- per transactions is
allowed at BC point, to protect
the customer’s funds. However
in future, as customers get
acquainted with digital products
across
channels,
Bank
can
enhance the transactions limits
across products. On such revision
of the limits, Bank can see a
manifold growth in Bank Business
through BC model in coming days.
Before that, we need to strengthen
the system generated checks
by implementing IT enabled
surveillance tools to identify the
round tripping of the transactions,
unfair practices, to capture the
smallest untoward Financial/ Nonfinancial error/wrongdoings, to
make our supervisory channel
vigilant, Monitoring and Training
model robust to adopt zero level
tolerance so that our beloved
customer’s hard earned money
and trust can be safeguarded
at BC point by Bank the way, we
protect it in our Bank premises.

Kiosk Based Model
Kiosk Banking Solution is a
web based application that
can be accessed through
desktop/laptop with internet
connectivity having required
bandwidth by authorized
individual. Transactions are
authenticated
through
Aadhaar based biometric
and processed on real time
basis.

Futuristic Plan & Way Forward:-

Initiatives underway to Strengthen
the FI Mission:Apart from the products/services
offered at BC point, various other
initiatives are under way in FI
department to strengthen the FI
channel in near future.






Recruiting
BC
supervisors
across PAN India to strengthen
the supervisory, monitoring
and enhance the Business
growth at BC point.
Expansion of the BCs network
significantly under BOB-NOWW
(New Operating model and
Ways of Working] project
through
Decongestion,
Deepening
and
well
established BC kiosk model
by setting a target of 50000+
touch points by Sep 2022.
Implementing the UPSRLM [U.P.

Bank
promptly
implemented
almost all essential products at
BC point as required by regulatory
authorities and various EASE
banking Reforms Index. Now we
are on the verge of expansion
drive focusing on bringing other
such products which are not only
capable to enhance the customer
experience but also contribute/
explore the hidden Business
potential through these BC points/
Touch points. In future, Our BC
points will be capable enough to
provide various other services to
enrich the Banking experience for
our customers like


Implementing the Recovery
Management.



Offering wealth management
Products like Insurance/Mutual
Fund/ Demat accounts etc to
increase the non-fund based
income.



Loan Lead generation
Business growth.



Facilitating the opening of
saving and current accounts
at BC point.

Grievances
Redressal
/
complaints/feedbacks
mechanism across the touch
points.

The list goes on and product
pipeline is long in future…..
Conclusion:-

Financial Inclusion Department
of our Bank is way ahead in
comparison to its PEER BANKS to
reach the unreached population
and inculcating the Power of
Saving Habit, empowering them
by credit release as and when
they are in need and securing
their future by insuring their life by
offering insurance products and
finally achieving FIP and NFSI Mission
through our strong presence of
WELL- ESTABLISHED, WELL EQUIPPED
AND WELL INFORMED, BC /Bank
Mitra Model to the every nook and
corner of unbanked India.
vvv

for

Suresh Dhillon
Chief Manager
Financial Inclusion,
Head Office, Baroda
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CUSTOMER RETENTION IN BANKING
INDUSTRY: SHIFT IN APPROACH
Any organization if it has to run like
a marathoner it has got to do two
things right 1) Acquire new customer
and 2) Retain existing customer,
else the game will be over like a
sprint race. Traditional Banks have
been successfully doing these
two things fairly well for last few
decades. But the banking industry
has undergone sea of changes in
the past one decade, right from
shift in demographic segmentation
to adapting modern technologies
to launching innovative products.
With enhanced competition from Fintech companies, the
way of doing business in traditional banks has changed
and so has the strategies for customer retention also.

video call with a branch officer or managing transactions
on their mobile phone. Excellent customer service,
differentiated customer experience and competitive
propositions are the foundation of customer loyalty.
In order to gain the loyalty of millennial and Gen Z
customers, Banks are investing heavily on cutting edge
technology and creating a customer centric environment
for a seamless experience. The following are few such
customer retention strategies that are being implemented
in present day scenario by traditional Banks:
•

Know Your Customer – Beyond documents:
Personalized products can be developed by any
Bank only if they know their customer in a real
sense and not just through mere KYC documents. In
present day scenario customers interact with their
Bank through different touch points for various types
of transactions. These transactions generate huge
amount of data, which if analyzed in an objective
manner can provide indicators which will suggest
about the spending pattern, purchasing power
and personal preferences of the customer. Banks
are now investing in Big data analytics software to
know about consumer behavior, online purchase
frequency, purchase preference, investing patterns
etc. This data is being used by the Banks to customize
the products and services in order to add more value
to their offerings.

•

Feedback: Feedback is a very important tool for
customer retention which shows the real picture to
the management. In today’s world where face to
face interaction between branch staff and customers
have decreased substantially, atleast in urban
areas, social media is playing a bigger role in taking
feedback. Customers also find it convenient to give
feedback on Facebook, Instagram or Twitter where
they visit frequently on any given day. Banks are also
continuously trying to engage their customers on
their social media page through various customer
centric initiatives like surveys, selfie tagging, retweets
etc. Many banks have also started taking feedback
through WhatsApp Banking. Apart from social media,
Banks also take feedback through their websites,
contact center.

•

Seamless Customer Onboarding Process: Financial
products are often complex products to explain and
hence in offline channels it may require multiple visits.
But providing a seamless online customer onboarding
process can prove to be game changer altogether.
Many Banks are now offering opening of online
savings Account without even visiting the branch.
Application will be filled online, scanned copy of KYC
documents will be uploaded, photo will be taken
by phone/ Laptop camera and verification will be
completed by Video-KYC procedures authorized by

Multiple studies in the past have shown that the cost of
acquiring new customer is 5x of the cost involved for
retention of existing customer. Studies have also shown
that the longer customer stays with any Bank, the more
profitable he/she is for the Bank considering the overall
Customer Life Cycle Value. By implementing effective
customer retention strategies Banks can reap the
following benefits.
	Repeat Customers spend more
	Long term customers are open to upsell and cross sell
	Existing customers require less marketing
	Loyal customers are best source of word of mouth
publicity
Definitely Banks need new customers to grow but
profitability is more if Banks nurture existing customers.
Gone are the days when Banks used to implement only
Royalty point program for customer retention. Today’s
customer want much more than just Royalty point
programs. This is majorly due to the growing customer base
of millennial customers whose banking preferences are
very different than their older generations. This generation
is very tech savvy and uses latest tech gazettes and
online services for day to day activities. The innovative
technology with ease of payments, user friendly interface
and seamless experience provided by big tech giants like
Google, Apple, Microsoft, Facebook etc. have provoked
the millennia’s who expect the same kind of User
Interface (UI) and User Experience (UX) from their Banks
also. Hence, this customer segment continuously explores
options providing superior quality of user experience on
digital platforms and thus giving tough times to Banks in
gaining their loyalty.
Customers are increasingly demanding 24x7 banking
through the channels that integrate best with their lifestyle
and communications preferences; whether that be a
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popularity of these programs among their customers.
Imagine a cute and funny pop-up congratulating
users for receiving bonuses for maintaining a certain
balance for a particular period. Similarly fit for all
Customer Loyalty programs also don’t work in this
digital era. Gone are the days when Banks would
simply send one SMS regarding Loyalty Points or
some blanket processing fee waivers. Today, loyalty
programs and, truth be told, all marketing is about
offering customers something unique and special –
something created just for her or him. Tailor-made
reward programs, so the ones that consider the
individual customers’ needs, interests, preferences
and so on, are the key to winning their hearts, trust
and wallets. Banks need to provide multiple ways
to earn loyalty points apart from making a financial
transaction like:

RBI. Such kind of hassle free online account opening
process not only saves time of customer but also gives
a different kind of banking experience right from the
onset of customer journey.
•

•

Creating Multi Channel Experience: With the help
of technology, customers are able to login into
their bank accounts from multiple devices. Internet
Banking and Mobile banking have been in existence
for last couple of years now in India. But, until recent
past these two channels had limited functionality
mainly related to money transfer and payment of
bills and taxes. But now with the help of Application
Programming Interface (API) banks are able to add
multiple value added services to their mobile banking
& UPI platforms. Recently, our Bank also revamped
it’s Internet & Mobile Banking platform. The Internet
Banking platform of Bank of Baroda now offers 326
services and the Mobile Banking has been rebranded
as bob World which has many new value added
services like booking of flight tickets, compare and
shop, investments, digital loans, invite & earn reward
points, free credit score etc.
Personalizing the Digital Banking Experience:
Social media giants like Facebook and Twitter are
using AI for showing up relevant content on our
Facebook wall & Twitter handle. Similarly, Banks are
also leveraging Artificial Intelligence and Machine
Learning technologies to personalize various
services provided over digital banking platform as
per tastes & preferences of the customer. HSBC has
been using AI to give US credit card customers a
personalized shopping experience. It’s working on
a rewards program that processes customer data
to predict how clients will redeem their credit card
points so it can better market offerings such as travel,
merchandise, gift cards and cash. The technology
recommends a redemption category for each credit
card holder. One such example in India is Amazon
PAY ICICI Bank credit card. Another US based Bank
is using AI to track location and show nearby store
which is offering discount on that Bank’s debit card.

•

Introducing CRM Package: It’s time to say goodbye
to traditional complaint management system and
implement Customer Relationship Management
System (CRM) which gives a more holistic and 360
degree view of the customer’s journey so far in the
Bank. A banking CRM helps to accurately segment
a bank’s target audience according to income and
demographic data, lifestyle and customer behaviors.
With the data they need, banks can identify and
target the most profitable customers. Data also helps
them identify and stop ineffective loyalty programs.
Our bank has also commenced on this journey by
adopting Siebel CRM package.

•

Gamify & Personalize Loyalty Programs: Gamification
is often used in mobile apps and on websites as a tool
for engagement and customer loyalty in the retail
banking sector. By applying gamification elements
in customer loyalty programs, banks can boost the



Leave a review



Refer a friend



Tag Bank’s brand on social media



Participate in Bank’s photo contest



Fill out a customer service questionnaire



Subscribe to a newsletter

By customizing rewarding actions, Banks are
personalizing program to suit customers’ preferred
ways of interacting with their brand.
•

Appealing to Generation Z: This generation is going to
be the next big segment of customers so engaging
these customers with superior technology is very
important to meet their financial needs too. Apart
of tech enabled products and customized services
Banks can also the following ways to appeal to this
segment of customers:


Using visual media for frequent communication



Providing opportunity for user generated content



Paying attention to social trend



Making it easy to share content

Final Thoughts: Simply going digital isn’t enough to
increase customer engagement and loyalty in the
banking sector. Banks need to consider the emotional
impact of their digital banking services and how
they engage with customers. Customers want to
feel good about their interactions with technology
and this requires an element of human connection.
Ultimately, humans trust other humans more than
they trust technology designed to simulate humans.
The challenge now for the banking sector is, getting
this balance between digital innovation and human
engagement right, across all channels.
vvv
Priyajeet Mahapatra
Sr Manager & Faculty
Baroda Academy, Baroda
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/ Celebrations
Bank enters into MoU with Centrum Housing
Finance Limited (CHFL)

Gulbarga Region organizes Review Meeting

On 9th December, 2021 Bank signed an MoU with CHFL for
sourcing and financing the Housing loan borrowers under Colending Model (CLM) mechanism. The MOU was signed by
our General Manager (Mortgage and Other Retail Assets) Shri
Harshadkumar T Solanki and MD&CEO of CHFL Shri Sanjay Shukla.

On 10th November 2021 Gulbarga Region organized Review
Meeting of Branch Heads. Zonal Head Smt. Gayatri R, Regional
Head Shri B. Sanil Kumar and other staff members were present
on this occasion.

Mangaluru City Region organises Customer Meet

         
  

On 08th December 2021 Mangaluru City Region organised a
Customer Meet at Government Women's College, Balamatta,
Mangaluru. Assistant General Manager Shri Manjunath, customers
and other staff members were present on the occasion.
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An asset, a currency or a commodity:
Curious case of crypto currency
Crypto currencies have always been in dispute since
creation of first of its kind ‘Bitcoin’ in 2009. Many opined
cryptocurrencies as means for illegal payments and
considered it as a waste resource. But recent performance
of various cryptocurrencies and its bizarre valuations
caught everyone’s eye. without any exception to this
Government of India called for ‘Cryptocurrency and
Regulation of Official Digital Currency Bill, 2021‘during its
winter session.

Bonds provide a coupon, loans provide interest and
real estate provides rent or housing services etc. So
considering this definition of asset, cryptocurrencies have
problem in treating them as an asset.
A Currency
Renowned professor of economics in NYU stated
Currencies must have four qualities: they must be a unit
of account, a means of payment, a stable store of value
and act as a single numeraire. Bitcoin and most other
cryptocurrencies have none of these features. It's not
a unit of account; nothing is priced in bitcoin. It's not a
scalable means of payment; the Bitcoin network can only
complete seven transactions per second, versus the Visa
network that can conduct 65,000. It's not a stable store of
value for goods and services, thus cannot be classified as
currency.

M-cap of Bitcoin almost touched $ 1 trillion

A commodity
Commodities like oil and copper can be used directly in
different ways. gold is used in industry, jewelry and has
historically been a stable store of value against a variety
of tail risks, including inflation, currency debasement,
financial crisis and political and geopolitical risk. Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies have no income or utility, so
there's just no way to arrive at a fundamental value and
certainly difficult to accept it as a commodity.

Source: Coinmarketcap.com

The government's efforts to introduce a Bill to regulate
cryptocurrency in the country has created a dilemma on
how cryptocurrency should be treated, whether they are
an asset, a currency or a commodity. There are various
constraints in each of the classification.

vvv

An asset

Vikrant Kashikar
Senior Manager, WMS
BCC, Mumbai

Assets have some cash flow or utility that can be used
to determine their fundamental value. A stock provides
dividends that can be discounted to arrive at a valuation.
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Bank enters into MoU with Dept of Fisheries, Govt of A.P.

Our Bank signed Memorandum of Understanding with Dept
of Fisheries, Govt of Andhra Pradesh. Shri K.Kanna Babu IAS,
Commissioner, Dept of Fisheries, Govt of A.P, Shri Subrat
Kumar, Chief General Manager, BCC, Shri Man Mohan Gupta,
Zonal Head, Shri Ch. Raja Sekhar, Regional Head, Vijayawada
Region, Shri. P Amaranatha Reddy, Regional Head, Guntur
Region and Officials from Department of Fisheries were
present on the occasion.

